Class of '61 Plans Yearbook

Joe Bruck, editor, reports that the first volume of The Reynard, the yearbook of the lay students at Marist College, is in preparation and is currently on schedule. Under the guidance of Brother Paul Octavius, moderator, and with the assistance of his second-in-command, Tom Erts, Joe is directing all phases of activity and co-ordinating the efforts of the various staff departments. Heading these divisions are: John Donnelly—Literary editor; assistant—Ed Filsenski; Frank Kolarik—Business manager; assistant—Bernie Matthews; Don Lozier—Photography editor; and John Woods—Art editor. The departments of these men are staffed by members of all the classes, not only to provide more help for the great amount of work necessary for a successful yearbook, but to give invaluable experience to those who will a year or two later be coping with the same problems in their own senior publication.

The Reynard for this year will be approximately 128 pages in length, and it is planned that the first half of the book, or 64 pages, will be ready by the first week of April. The remainder of the book will have a deadline a week or two after graduation, to allow for the inclusion of many events that will occur near the end of the school year. At present, about 28 pages have been completed and are ready for printing. To take advantage of lower printing rates, the entire book will not be published until the summer months, and will be distributed in early October of this year.

Some of the objectives planned by the Seniors for this first Reynard are pages printed in color, representation of the entire student body by individual photographs, and a $2000 advertisement subscription by local concerns.
It is the customary practice of college newspapers to illustrate their first publication of the year the editorial policy which will be followed and maintained throughout each succeeding issue. We of Reynard's Record do not feel inclined to make such a statement of policies, for the fundamental purpose of editorials is the forthright, fair, and truthful expression of opinion concerning day-to-day events, we feel it is in the best interests of campus and paper to meet each deadline with a new and fresh appraisal of the current situation.

In place of a standard editorial policy, we would like to set up a statement of journalistic ethics and principles which will guide our conduct in subsequent matters. Reynard's Record is a responsible newspaper, the paper will always strive to be intelligent, balanced, and mature. As the official student voice of Marist College, we seek to take no position which would be detrimental to our school. At the same time, as a newspaper, we are responsible to the student body to state at all times the truth as we see it.

The paper will print all legitimate news that occurs on campus. In the future, we intend to print all that happens—not as everyone might wish it had happened but as it actually did happen.

Our feature articles are the personal opinions of the writers who sign them. The editors take responsibility for the accuracy and good taste of the articles—but not their opinions. Since it is a human, a very human organization, Reynard's Record cannot promise that our judgment will always be the precise one. We can and will promise this one thing: We will try.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Sirs:

In view of our latest defeat, at the hands of the New Paltz J.V.—in which the Marist five bore the brunt of a few hero shots, "What has happened to our team?"

Let us analyze the situation. There are no more than ten players participating actively. Furthermore, it seems as if the same five or six Marist five and sub—play the entire game. Mr. Gerard points out that attendance at practice is very sporadic, and for many reasons; lack of transportation, lack of time, and lack of interest. On one particular night I happened to drop in at a team practice, there were not even five active players. However, the following night at the New Paltz gym, seven players (cont. on p. 3)

This expose is dedicated to those students who have the gallantry risk their lives every day in the cause.

Is it true that Uncle Tom's restaurant is receiving a lot of publicity? "The restaurant's a loss to O'Leary over a certain student nurse?"

The news from New York, Tom McAndrew ...

... Our man in Cevans, Tom McAndrew ...

... was back in the Bear looking for in been two a couple of weeks ago?... Open the door Room Three, because we're cook ing in there. ... To Room Four, hall the night. ... She's deep sleep! Ask O'Leary go home every weekend? ... Is it true that Mr. health department has condemned John 'Springs' Deane's Board? ... "Lash!" Jin Pizanni has grown an eighth inch since coming to Marist! ... The 'Ming' has been seen wearing "Black eye makeup and carrying a handbag around campus. ... There will be an egg eating contest Friday morning between Buscemi and John Roome. ... How was Maryvill? Poto... Good news folks! Quas is giving up cigarettes for Lent. ... Come back, little fellow... Maybe it is that Jorge Bollais and Larry Carpole are fighting for a suite with Marilyn Miller Saturday night. ... It's okay, boys, she doesn't care who buys the beer. ... Dear Mr. Buscemi, if we give you Mrs. Roccella, will you go to the movies? ... Is it true that Mr. Bollais has replaced his couch with a stool, an overcoat lap and a piece of rubber hose? ... Attention all dora students—this week's resume arrived. (Percy Rhineo: Guy & Ralph Waldo McShine)

Math Seminars

Br. Daniel Richard has announced that a series of lectures will be conducted by the senior Math majors. These seminars will be held at 7:00, 8:00, and 9:00 o'clock from 9:30 to 10:30 and will be aimed at topics not covered in the regular Math courses.

The first series of lectures will cover secondary school Math and teaching methods. The syllabus for the next two weeks is as follows: (Feb 23)Plane algebra—Mr. Daniel Mar. 3:Geometrical system—Mr. Gilbert All Math majors and other interested parties are invited to attend these lectures.

This week at the Taylor Publishing Company, of Dallas, Texas, has been selected to award the editors and publish the book. Taylor has handled such accounts as Miss Bollais, a University of Pennsylvania, the United States Naval Academy, and Tommie A. & M.

Taylor Schoolhouse

Wed. Feb. 22 IBM at Marist 4:00 PM

Sat. Feb. 25 Marist at Albany 8:00 PM

All those wishing to charter a bus to Albany contact Br. Gerard before Friday.